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Behind the lens
Natalya Wilson gets in the picture with
Scarborough photographer, Sarahphotogirl

S

arahphotogirl gazed at a picture of Blur on
the walls of her student digs and decided
that she could do better. It was to be a
life-changing realisation.
She made a decision there and then to be a
photographer and that her nrst subject would be
Blur themselves.
"Once I decide to do something. I have to go
out and make it happen." she laughs.
"I constantly wrote to Damon Albarn asking if I
could photograph the band for an interView with
a local music magazine. In the end I hand-deliv
ered a letter to his house - he answered the door,
I gave him the letter and then legged it!"
Her determination was eventually rewarded
when she was given the chance to photograph
the band backstage. The photos came out and
she gradually started to build up a portfolio.
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"I spent years going to gigs, sometimes without
a ticket or pass, but I was very persevering," she
laughs.
Ten years on and the successful. self-taught
Scarborough-based photographer has worked
with the cream of the musical crop, from Paul
Weller, Blur and the Kaiser Chiefs to Thom Yorke,
Gwen Stefani and The Sugababes.
Sarah's work has appeared in a wide range of
magazines, including NME. Q and Mojo, and in
various books and as sleeve art for albums.
Her recent exhibition at the Stephen Joseph
Theatre iri Scarborough showcased the extent and
variety of her work. There's a quirky element to
every one of her documentary-style photographs,
whether it's the use of colour, an angle or Just
the way she's managed to capture her subjects in
a thoughtful or playful mood.

One of the nrst bands she worked with was the
Kaiser Chiefs who she met almost nine years ago
at a Mod club in Brighton, a working relationship
which continues to this day.
"They were unknown, but oozed something
special and I knew it was meant to be," she says
"The Kaisers are a great band - bright, quick
witted and a lot of fun. I love working with
them."
Another band who she has worked with from
the start of their career is The Darkness and you
can see by some of the pictures taken just a cou
ple of years apart exactly how the band shot up
the ladder of fame, from the intimate photos at
small venues to backstage shots at festivals.
One of her favourite photographs is one she
took of Paul Weller in a mirror, which she caught
backstage at Dalby Forest. It's also an image he's
told her that he loves, the starkness of the white
and the fact that it's not obvious where it is
makes it Interesting as you concentrate on Weller
more and more.
Another interesting shot is that ofThom Yorke,
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during the Star Wars protest at Fylingdales.
"I have a lot of respect for Thom Yorke. he's not
only talented, but has high morals and believes in
what he stands for," she says, gazing at the pic
ture. Her image of him reflects this well. a
thoughtful look crossing his serious features
against the bleak, moody backdrop of the North
York Moors.
Sarah used only to work in black and white as
she thought it had more edginess, but since digi
tal imagery has emerged, she sees colour as
something exciting and vivid to enhance her
work. She uses colour as an artist would, making
it as much a subject of her photos as the artists
featured. So you get Blur sitting on a sea of pur
ple grass at the 2003 Leeds Festival. but the other
colours are reflection of the natural summer sun
set. and the warm purple of the grass reflects the
balminess of the summer evening.
Though she's perhaps best known for her rock
star portraits, Sarah does commercial work and
weddings, but her most recent challenge is self
portraiture - like you've never seen it before.
One of the first she did in this genre was a mul
tiple self-portrait in Scarborough's Harbour Bar:
she'd always wanted to undertake such a project.
"I wanted to look a bit airheady, you know,
Friday night at a milkshake bar, something a bit
fun," she says.
"All the props are mine, I was originally going to
make them yellow, but I think pink adds to the
fun."
The photo inspired her to do more of this type
of work, but using literature as her inspiration. In
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her recent work, she places herself into magical
backgrounds. One such image is herself as Alice
in Wonderland, falling down the rabbit-hole,
which took meticulous planning, even to the
extent of where to pose the fan to make her hair
blow in the right direction,
"I wanted it to look natural. so had to have the

air blowing my hair and skirt out in the right
direction," she says,
"As a result, I had to stitch a photo of my head
to a photo of my body and make sure that it was
all lit right in the studio. There are so many differ
ent photos I've used here to create the one
image."
The portrait took more than 50 hours of work
to edit. knitting several photos together, and pay
ing meticulous attention to the minutiae of
details, which is what makes her work so incredi
ble to look at - you see something new with
each viewing.
"I like to create the perfect shot - I'm very
fussy," she laughs.
"You have to entertain yourself with ideas if
you are going to entertain others."
If perfection is the key to her success, then it's
paying dividends. As well as working towards
exhibiting in major cities, Sarah continues to
dosument the who's who of rock 'n' roll and
develop the ideas she says are constantly ticking
away in her head,
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